Do you want to:

- Improve your instruction skills?
- Find out more about new approaches to instruction?

TEACH offers educational observation and consultation services for faculty of VTCSOM and RUC.

To get started, submit an application & engage in the following observation steps!

1. **SCHEDULE A PRE-OBSERVATION MEETING**
   
   Meet your observer, customize your observation criteria, & share where you would like to focus your feedback!

2. **PARTICIPATE IN AN OBSERVATION**
   
   A skilled observer will view your teaching encounter anywhere you teach without disruption to your lecture, small or large group!

3. **POST-OBSERVATION MEETING**
   
   Meet with your observer to discuss your teaching strengths and areas of improvement!

**Benefits:**

- Personalized teaching feedback
- Enhance teaching skills
- Increased proficiency with effective teaching methods

Our team of experienced educator observers can provide objective and confidential feedback on your teaching practices, offer educational resources for improving skills, and assist in measuring impact on learners.

Questions?

Contact teach@carilionclinic.org